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 1  Introduction
The goal of the KYOTO project (ICT-211423) is to develop an information and knowledge 
sharing system that relates text in various languages to a shared ontology in such a way 
that it enables the extraction of deep semantic relations and facts from text in a domain. 
The system should  establish  communication  and  interpretation  across  languages  and 
cultures and it should support building and maintaining the system by groups of people in  
a shared domain and area of interest.
Most domain acquisition systems in the semantic web community model each domain 
separately and restrict the system to a single language or a limited set of languages. 
They  also  require  knowledge  engineers  and  language-technology  experts  to  do  the 
modelling. The KYOTO system is on the other hand specifically designed to build global 
and cross-cultural consensus on the meaning and interpretation of language. As such it is 
an open system that can be extended and maintained by the users themselves without 
requiring skills in knowledge engineering or language technology.
The system behaves similarly to Wikipedia - it allows specific social groups to agree on 
the interpretation and meaning of the concepts that matter for them. Nevertheless, the 
interpretation  and  meaning  definitions  are  formalized  in  such  a  way  that  computer 
programs can use these definitions to mine the text provided by the same groups on the 
same matters. The process of acquiring this knowledge is further supported by automatic 
mining of terms and concepts from text documents that are provided by the users. A 
special  editing  environment  helps  the users  to  select  and  define  the terms  that  are 
relevant without needing to know the formal knowledge structures that underlie these 
definitions. The result is a domain wordnet for their domain.
In order to further formalize the meaning of these terms and to share these concepts 
across  languages  and  cultures,  the editor  also  prompts these users  for  more formal 
constraints and relations. Again, the editor uses suggestions coming from the automatic 
acquisition and hides the complex knowledge structures. This leads to a domain ontology 
that is available to other participants, e.g. defining terms in another language, possibly 
based on acquisition from documents in these other languages. Cross-lingual and cross-
cultural validation is established through agreeing and sharing the domain ontology.
The conceptual knowledge of the domain (both the wordnets and the shared ontology) is 
anchored  to  generic  wordnets  and  a  generic  ontology.  This  helps  building  up  the 
definitions and relations for the domain resources, i.e. not all knowledge needs to be re-
defined from scratch, but this also makes it possible to share the knowledge with people 
outside the community. The conceptual knowledge built up in this way is thus shared 
across languages  within the social  groups and with other  social  groups.  This  is  only 
possible  if  the domain  knowledge is  anchored to  a general  language and knowledge 
repository.
In the project, we will be working on a broad set of languages: English, Dutch, Italian, 
Spanish,  Basque,  Simplified  Mandarin  Chinese  and  Japanese.  We  also  will  apply  the 
system to the domain of the environment  and specifically  to  the topic  of  ecosystem 
services. Nevertheless, the system is designed in such a way that it can be used for any 
language and can be applied to any domain.
KYOTO: ICT-211423 14/3/2011
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The KYOTO system consists of 5 main components:
1. WikyPlanet: a semantic media wiki for collecting and sharing textual information 
in a community;
2. KyotoCore: pipeline architecture of modules for processing text documents for 
term and concept extraction and for text mining;
3. Wikyoto: Wiki  platform for editing domain terms and concepts across different 
languages and cultures;
4. DebVisDic platform: database system for storing the wordnets and the central 
ontology;
5. Semantic  search:  conceptual  search  engine  that  indexes  facts  generated  by 
KyotoCore and allows for cross-lingual search, displaying the facts in the query-
language.
The components and their interrelations are shown in Figure-1 below. The overall process 
flow in KYOTO is as follows:
1. End-users collect textual sources of knowledge and information for their domain in 
the Semantic MediaWiki WikyPlanet.
2. The textual sources are captured by KyotoCore and stored in a database in the 
document-base  for  further  processing.  The  first  step  in  processing  is  the 
conversion of the text to the Kyoto-Annotation-Format (KAF, Bosma et al 2009). 
KAF is a layered annotation following LAF (Ide and Romary 2006), where each 
level of analysis is  kept separate and builds on previous layers. The first step 
generates a morpho-syntactic representation for the text that is the same for all 
languages.  Next,  a  series  of  modules  are  applied  that  add  further  levels  of 
analysis (mostly semantic layers) in a series of steps. Each module generates an 
enrichment of the KAF representation. The processing in KyotoCore is initiated by 
the job dispatcher by calling the appropriate processing module. It  checks the 
status  of  each  document  in  the  document-base  and  applies  the  next  step  of 
processing.
3. When the processing is done, KYOTO can proceed in two further cycles:
1. In the first cycle (shown at the right side), we learn the terms and concepts 
that occur in the domain and store them in a MySql database. Next, the so-
called concept users can use the Wikyoto editor to build a domain wordnet as 
an extension of a generic wordnet and formally define the mapping of the 
concepts  (based on terms)  to  the central  ontology.  The wordnets  and the 
ontology are kept in the multilingual knowledge base. Wikyoto not only gives 
access to the terms in the MySql database but also to background databases 
in SKOS and RDF published in Virtuoso (e.g. DBPedia). Likewise, users can 
anchor new terms to these external database, to generic wordnet synsets and 
to the central ontology. The conceptual knowledge and lexicons are all stored 
in the multilingual knowledge base. The result of editing a domain wordnet in 
a  language  is  a  conceptual  model  for  the  domain  and  a  mapping  to  the 
vocabulary of a language.
2. The second cycle uses a conceptual model to derive semantic relations and 
facts from the KAF representations of text. This is done using profiles for KAF 
structures that can combine any layer in KAF. The result of this process is a 
semantic representation of the text that can be represented as RDF triples for 
facts. The extracted facts are represented in the same way across different 
languages;
4. The output of the 2nd cycle can be published to the open data project to be part of 
the open data cloud, representing the Semantic Web-3 network. This means that 
external computer programs can access the knowledge and apply inferencing over 
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facts  or  provide  browsing  facts  in  relation  to  all  the  other  knowledge  that  is 
published. Alternatively, the facts can be indexed and searched directly within a 
semantic search application that is developed in KYOTO. So-called fact users are 
external parties interested in the outcome of the processing through KYOTO.
In this deliverable, we provide further details on KyotoCore as the integrated system for 
applying text mining. For more information on WikyPlanet and Wikyoto, please consult 
the KYOTO deliverables D10.1, D07.4b and D07.5b. The semantic search applications is 
described  in  the  deliverables  D09.2,  D09.5  and  D09.6.  The  deliverables  can  be 
downloaded from the public website: http://www.kyotoproject.eu)
In the next section, we will describe the software architecture of KyotoCore in more detail  
and the process  flows.  In the further  sections we describe each module.  Finally,  we 
describe a use case where we applied to complete process to a an English database on 
estuaries
KYOTO: ICT-211423 14/3/2011
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 2  Overall architecture of KyotoCore
In Figure-2, we give a detailed overview of the KyotoCore architecture. The KyotoCore 
system includes the following components:
 1 Capture module for collecting and converting textual sources;
 2 The KYOTO document base, which maintains, documents, databases, users and 
user priviliges (as a usual Document Management System) but which also stores 
meta data and multiple representations (e.g. PDF, HTML, KAF) of the same 
document and assigns pipelines of processing modules to databases;
 3 The KYOTO job dispatcher that that can be configured to associate processing 
pipelines with databases, and continuously monitors the documents in databases,  
checks their processing status and uses the appropriate pipelines to process the 
applicable documents;
 4 The Kyoto modules, which are combined in a pipeline architecture to produce KAF, 
a term databases and facts:
 4.1 Linguistic processors (LP), which are client programs that send HTML to 
a LP server which returns KAF representations including tokenization, 
lemmatized term representation, chunks and dependencies; Servers are 
available for Dutch, Spanish, Basque, English, Italian. For Chinese and 
Japanese applications are available and server versions are being 
deployed.
 4.2 Multiword (MW) tagger, which reads KAF and groups sequences of terms 
as multiword terms on the basis of the multiwords in generic wordnets and 
domain wordnets;
 4.3 Sense tagger (UKB), which is a word-sense-disambiguation system that 
uses a graph of semantic relations (based on wordnets) and a personalized 
page-rank  algorithm to detect the synsets of words in context; UKB reads 
KAF and generates KAF with synsets added to the term layer;
 4.4 Named-entity (NE) tagger: which detects time points and places in KAF 
as named-entities. It applies named-entity disambiguation and represents 
the named-entities in a separate layer in KAF with GeoNames properties 
and Wordnet mappings for locations;
 4.5 Ontotology (ON) tagger: reads the synsets in KAF and inserts the full set 
of ontological implications that apply into the term structure of KAF,where 
the ontological implications are drawn from the central ontology and 
through synset to ontology mappings;
 4.6 Tybot: reads KAF and extracts the terms and their relations using 
structural, distributional and pattern-based rules. The results are stored in 
a MySql database that is input for the Wikyoto system for editing the 
domain wordnet;
 4.7 Kybot: reads KAFs and a specified set of profiles to extract events and 
facts from KAF, where the profiles can specify patterns at any level of KAF 
(wordform, terms, synsets, ontological implications, named-entities, etc.).
 5 A term database in MySql with new terms that are learned from KAF 
representations of documents;
 6 PipeT: a platform for creating pipelines of processing modules through input and 
outputstream connections;
Figure-2 also shows the WikyPlanet platform for feeding KyotoCore with textual sources 
and the Wikyoto system for editing the domain wordnets and the central ontology. The 
latter are stored in the Multilingual Knowledge Base that is implemented in the DebVisDic  
environment (REFs,  http://deb.fi.muni.cz/clients-debvisdic.php). WikyPlanet, Wikyoto 
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and DebVisDic are external to KyotoCore. It is possible to install and run KyotoCore 
without these systems. For example, documents can be captured directly through the 
Capture module from a list of URL. Furthermore, although many modules in KyotoCore 
use external resources such as wordnets and an ontology, these can be provided as 
separate data files independently of the Multilingual Knowledge Base. Wikyoto and the 
Multilingual Knowledge Base are only needed to build the domain specific resources. 
Through tailoring the knowledge to a specific domain, the quality of the output of 
KyotoCore will be improved (both in recall and precision). The cyclic nature of KYOTO 
allows you to continuously improve the ontology and domain wordnet which directly 
feeds back into all the modules that are applied after the LPs. As shown in this overview, 
Wikyoto connects to large background databases such as Species2000 and DBPedia, 
which contain millions of concepts and terms. Any domain wordnet can thus be aligned to  
wordnets, the central ontology and to the background documents and it can draw from 
any of these for creating concepts in addition to the term database. Nevertheless, 
KyotoCore can also run using generic resources.
At the heart of KyotoCore lies the document-base and the job-dispatcher. The document-
base keeps track of databases, users and documents. Users get permissions to work on 
specific databases, or to create/delete databases. Each database can contain any number 
of documents and the document-base keeps track of the administration, versioning and 
status of each document in the database. To process documents in KYOTO, a registered 
user need to add a document to a database. Adding documents to the document-base 
can be done directly through the document-base API. The document-base also uses a 
command-line interface that can be used to manage the users, databases and 
documents.
Another important function of the document-base is the administration of the modules 
that should be applied to each database. Users can register which modules and pipelines 
of modules should run on which database. In the case of KYOTO, there are a number of 
standard pipelines of modules that are applied. The first step in the process is the 
processing of the text in any HTML file in the database to generate the KAF 
representation of the text with a structural analysis: tokenization, term detections, 
chunking and dependency structures. Once the text is represented in KAF, other KYOTO 
modules will apply and add further data (layers) to the KAF representation.
The processing of the documents in the databases is controlled by the job-dispatcher. The 
job-dispatcher permanently monitors the status of each file in the document-base and 
checks what module should be applied next to the file, given the modules and pipelines  
that are associated with the database. The KYOTO engine is thus started by pushing 
documents into the document-base.
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Figure-2: Architecture of KyotoCore
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An important aspect of this architecture is that any pipeline can be created from any set 
of modules using the PipeT system and that all processing is centred around KAF as an 
input and output stream.  This makes the system very flexible and easily extendible.  
Furthermore, after the LPs have produced a structural representation of the text in their 
language, the succeeding modules in KYOTO use language-neutral algorithms, and 
porting them to new languages requires just a basic configuration and language 
resources such as wordnets, which are available in many languages. Note that currently 
the linguistic processors (LPs) are servers that are hosted at different sites, whereas the 
KYOTO LP modules are clients that simply pass HTML files to the server and send the KAF 
back to the job-dispatcher for storage in the document-base. Parsers that generate KAF 
can be obtained for most KYOTO languages. Otherwise, developers can include their own 
parser in the pipeline or simply directly submit KAF to the document-base, which will  
start the further processing. Consequently, there is a minimal language-dependency for 
processing text in KYOTO. 
Given the total set of modules that are developed for KYOTO, shown at the top-right side 
in Figure-2, we can create any set of pipelines reading and writing KAF back into the 
database. In Figure-2, we represented two different databases where each database has 
a different pipeline associated. The pipeline database at the right side ends with a Tybot 
that generates the term database for the KAF documents in the database. The term 
database is used to build the domain wordnet in the Wikyoto editor and map the wordnet 
to the central ontology. The domain modelling in the multilingual knowledge base can be  
exported to data files that are used by the modules in the pipeline again. For example, 
the multiword tagging can use multiwords from the generic wordnet in combination with 
the multiwords from any domain wordnet. Similarly, WSD can add the relations from a 
domain wordnet to the relations from the generic wordnet.
The second cycle, shown for the database at the left side, ends with the Kybot that 
generates the final output for KYOTO. Typically, we expect domain experts first to do 
domain modelling for a selection of representative documents after which they can apply 
the domain model to another database for extracting information and knowledge (facts) 
from a larger database.
Two major pipelines have been defined for KYOTO that correspond to the two cycles. Both 
pipelines start from documents collected by the users. These can be websites that are 
crawled or individual documents. We assume that the documents are uploaded in the 
document base with the correct mime-type to start the processing through the pipeline. 
In the next two examples, we assume that PDF documents are uploaded into the 
document-base. The first step after uploading is to convert the PDF to HTML. However, it 
is possible to skip certain steps by uploading HTML files or by uploading KAF files that are  
generated externally, e.g. KAF with synsets can be uploaded directly into the document-
base and the job-dispatcher will determine the next step of processing according to the 
pipeline.
Finally, the next pipelines are configured for English. To process another language, a 
similar pipeline should be created with resources (mainly a wordnet) in that language 
and calling the language-specific linguistic processor.
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 2.1 Concept pipeline
Step Module name Description Input 
mime-type
Output 
mime-type
0 Document-base API PDF documents are oploaded in a 
database
application/pdf application/pdf
1 Pdf2Text Convert PDF to HTML with proper 
page boundaries and clean up
application/pdf text/html
2 English LP client Sends the HTML data to the English 
parser hosted by Synthema, which 
creates a KAF representation
text/html kaf/lp
3 MultiwordTagger-English Uses WordNet in LMF format to 
detect multiwords in KAF and adapt 
the representation
kaf/kp kaf/mw
4 UKB-WSD-English UKB word-sense-disambiguation 
that assigns WordNet synsets to 
concepts in KAF
kaf/mw kaf/wsd
5 Tybot-English Tybot module that creates an XML 
file with terms and stores these in a 
term database
kaf/wsd
This pipeline ends with the creation of a term database. The terms in the term database 
are stored in a mysql database. This database can be loaded in the Wikyoto platform to 
build a domain wordnet.
 2.2 Fact pipeline
Step Module name Description Input 
mime-type
Output 
mime-type
0 Document-base API PDF documents are oploaded in a 
database
application/pdf application/pdf
1 Pdf2Text Convert PDF to HTML with proper 
page boundaries and clean up
application/pdf text/html
2 English LP client Sends the HTML data to the English 
parser hosted by Synthema, which 
creates a KAF representation
text/html kaf/lp
3 MultiwordTagger-English Uses WordNet in LMF format to 
detect multiwords in KAF and adapt 
the representation
kaf/kp kaf/mw
4 UKB-WSD-English UKB word-sense-disambiguation 
that assigns WordNet synsets to 
concepts in KAF
kaf/mw kaf/wsd
5 Kyoto-NER Named-entity-recognition module 
that detects dates and locations and 
stores these as a separate named-
entity layer in KAF.
kaf/wsd kaf/ner
6 OntoTagger Module that expands each synset in 
KAF with baseconcepts, ontology 
classes and ontological implications
Kaf/ner kaf/ont
7 Kybot Fact extraction module that uses a 
set of profiles to extract facts and 
stores them as a separate KAF file 
or as a separate KAF layer
kaf/ont kaf/fact
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The fact pipeline starts of with the same processing as the concept pipeline. After WSD, it  
continues with named-entity-recognition and ontotagging and ends with the extraction of  
facts. To make use of the concept pipeline, the domain wordnet created from the term 
database with Wikyoto, needs to be exported and combined with the generic wordnet. 
This applies to the multi-word recognition, the word-sens-disambiguation and the 
ontological tagging.
The final facts can be stored in the document-base, where they are available for further 
processing but usually it is more convenient to output the final result as external files. In  
the case of KYOTO, the output is indexed by the search engine which is a separate 
component external to the document-base.
In the next section, we describe each module in more detail. We define the input and 
output streams of each process, the kind of annotation that they yield and we given 
details about their installation and integration in KyotoCore.
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 3  Kyoto modules
 3.1  The document-base and tybot
The database system is the core of the KYOTO integrated system. It consists of:
• a document database manager;
• a term database manager;
• a job dispatcher; and
• a web based configuration tool.
The Tybot modules come with the document-base and are included in this section as well 
(see usage).
The document base manager is used to build up a corpus. It keeps track of all documents 
in the corpus, and of all representations of each document (e.g., HTML, KAF, etc.). The 
document base provides in interface for other application components. Supported 
operations include: adding a document, deleting a document, adding another 
representation of a document, fetching a specific representation of a document, etc.).
The term database contains a collection of terms and term relations, including pointers to 
locations in the source documents. The term database manager provides an interface to 
view, add, delete and modify terms and term relations.
The job dispatcher reads from the configuration file which PipeT modules (or pipelines) 
apply to which documents. It continuously monitor the document base, and as soon as 
there is a document to which a module applies, it launches the module with the 
document as input. The result (which is a processed version of the document) is stored in 
the document base and may then be processed by another module. An administration is 
maintained to avoid duplicate processing.
 The web based configuration tool is used to configure the job dispatcher and the 
databases. 
The database back-end of the document base manager and the term base manager is a 
MySQL server. The document base uses the filesystem to store documents and a 
relational database to store meta data such as the file type, source URL, etc.
Further instructions can be found in:
https://kyoto.let.vu.nl/svn/kyoto/tags/document-base2/trunk/README
 3.1.1 Prerequisites
Make sure you have installed Java 6, Maven 2 and MySQL:
sudo apt-get install sun-java6-jdk maven2 mysql-server
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 3.1.2 Installation
Check out the source code:
svn co https://kyoto.let.vu.nl/svn/kyoto/tags/document-base2/tags/VERSION document-base2
Replace VERSION by the name of the latest version. A development snapshot can be 
found in the trunk/ subdirectory, but it is almost always preferable to use a tagged 
version.
Compile the source:
cd document-base2
mvn package
Create a MySQL database and grant the privileges:
echo "CREATE DATABASE kyoto;" \
"GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON kyoto.* TO kyoto;" \
"FLUSH PRIVILEGES" \
| mysql -u root -p
Initialize the database and install the configuration files:
./script/shell -c 'install database'
 3.1.3 Usage
A document base command can be issued by:
./scripts/shell -c COMMAND
where COMMAND is replaced by the actual command. If the command contains a space 
character, quotes must be used.
The interactive shell can be started by:
./scripts/shell
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A command issued in the interactive shell has the same effect as a command issued with 
the -c switch.
A list of available commands is requested by the command:
help (in the document base shell environment).
So, as you may have derived from the above, a list of commands is requested by typing 
'help' in the interactive document base shell, or by typing './scripts/shell -c help' on the  
command line. More detailed help can be requested by:
help COMMAND
where COMMAND is the command of interest. For example, use:
help put
to get help using the 'put' command.
 3.1.4 Usage example including the Tybot
This example shows how a corpus can be created and processed. Assumed is the
availability of a set of KAF files, and the goal is to create a term
database.
First, the KAF files are added to the database:
find /path/to/kaf -name '*.kaf' -exec bash -c \
'./scripts/shell -c put {} --mime-type=kaf/wsd --uri={}' \;
When done, the database contains a 'resource' for each document, and a KAF
file associated with each resource. See also the list of resources:
list resources
and the list of files associated with one of them:
resource 1 list files
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The file contents can be requested once you know the file identifier:
cat 1
Note that the argument is a file identifier, not a resource identifier. A file can have the 
same identifier as a resource.
For processing, we need a preconfigured pipeline. Let's see which pipelines are available:
list pipelines
The pipeline 'pipeline:en:termex' transforms English KAF into an XML file with terms and 
relations. We can assign this one to our database by creating a processor which uses this 
pipeline:
create processor pipeline:en:termex
list processors
processor 1 info
The second command should show a list of processors, in our case only one processor. 
When activated, this processor scans the database for files of type 'kaf/wsd', and 
produces files of type 'application/x-termbase-xml'. This information can be read from 
the output of the third command. Note that the input type of this processor (kaf/wsd) 
matches the type of the files we added to the database. This means that the processor 
will start working on each of those files, as soon as it is activated:
processor 1 run
The processor processes the files one by one. When done, it will wait for more files to 
come. If no more files are coming, it will wait forever or until closed. Use Ctrl-C to cancel 
processing at any time. If processing is aborted before finished, restarting the processor 
will complete the job.
While working the processor added a term file for each resource. The command:
resource 1 list files
now shows two files instead of one.
We need another processor to add the terms (which are now extracted for each KAF file) 
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to the term database:
create processor pipeline:termloading
processor 2 run
The second command starts the processor, which reads the terms from the XML files and 
populates the database. The resulting term database is obtained by:
list terms
list term relations
Both commands return tab-separated tables with the information in the term
database. A confidence value is assigned to each term, but this value is
always zero. The reason for this is that the pipeline which calculates the
confidence values is not yet active. Assign the confidence values by:
create processor pipeline:termconf
processor 3 run
and issue the term database queries once more. You will notice that the confidence 
values have changed.
A webserver is built in. Browse the term hierarchy by starting the server
./scripts/server
and pointing your browser to the term browser, which is now accessible at: 
http://localhost:8888
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 3.2 Pipet
PipeT facilitates building and executing processing pipelines. A pipeline consists of one or 
more modules, each of which has its designated task. The pipeline setup defines a new task 
for which the modules carry out subtasks.
A PipeT module typically transforms input into output. For example, it may transform plain 
text into parsed text, or a sound signal into a spectrum analysis. These modules would have an 
input data stream (e.g., plain text) and an output data stream (e.g., parsed text). Some other 
modules  may have  no input.  This  makes  them  source  modules.  Other  modules  (i.e.  sink 
modules)  have  no output.  It  is  also possible  that  a  module has  multiple  input  streams to 
combine different sources of data, or that a module has multiple output streams, representing 
different representations of the data.
The typical life cycle of a pipeline is as follows:
• The pipeline is assembled of modules.
• An instance of the pipeline is created.
• The pipeline instance is executed.
• The pipeline instance is closed.
Apart from modules and pipelines, an important concept is pipes. A pipe is a data connection 
between modules. The reading end of a pipe is the consumer module, and the writing and is 
the producer.
Communication between modules is stream based. This means that, to a module, a pipe is 
simply a data stream (an input stream or an output stream). In practice, most modules do not 
work with plain data streams, but with an interpretation of those data streams (e.g., a data 
stream may represent text or some XML structure). How the data are interpreted depends on 
the module.
Pipes are named, and modules specify which pipes they connect to. Pipes are not defined 
explicitly, but they are created during step 2, based on the modules' input and output pipes.
The result of step 1 could be the collection of modules in Figure 3.2.1. This pipeline contains 
three modules:
• producer, which writes to the "raw_data" pipe.
• processor, which reads from "raw_data" and writes to "processed_data".
• consumer, which reads from "processed_data" and produces no output.
Figure 3.2.1: A pipeline configuration with three modules.
Because the pipe names identify a pipe, the modules can be connected automatically. As a 
result,  the  pipeline  in  Figure  3.2.1 is  equivalent  to  the  pipeline  in  Figure  3.2.2.  Multiple 
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modules can read from the same pipe. If there are two modules which read from the same 
pipe, they receive the same data (Figure 3.2.3).
Figure 3.2.2: The same pipeline as in Figure 5.1, where the modules are connected  
automatically.
Figure 3.2.3: A pipeline with two modules reading from the same pipe.
As mentioned  earlier,  a  pipe  is  identified  by  its  name.  However,  it  is  possible  that  two 
modules write to the same pipe if both of them produce data in the same format which has to 
be processed by the same consumer module. In that case, the consumer module will get two 
data streams to read from: one for each module. This is the situation in Figure 3.2.4. It is not  
possible that two modules write to the same stream. In fact, any module which reads from the 
pipe named "processed_data" receives input from both producer modules (i.e., it receives two 
data streams).
Figure 3.2.4: a pipeline with two modules reading and two modules writing to the same pipe.  
The pipe is duplicated for each additional writing module.
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 3.2.1 Download and installation
PipeT is included in the document base package. It can also be installed separately. See 
the PipeT website for installation instructions. 
 3.2.2 Example of usage
See the PipeT website for instructions.
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 3.3 Pdf2Text
The Pdf2Text module is a shell around two other open-source packages: pdftk and 
pdftotext. The modules first splits the PDF into page PDF files. Next, it converts each PDF 
page to text. Finally, the pages cleaned up and glued together into a single HTML 
document for the whole document. The module introduces additional elements in the 
HTML to mark the page boundaries, e.g.  <page number="1">, <page number="2">.
The module also tries to fix a number of errors that may be introduced by the conversion 
software:
– it tries to reconstruct enumerations by introducing list structures (<ul>)
– it repairs words represented as space separated characters: “E N V I R O N M E N 
T” will become “ENVIRONMENT”.
– It de-hyphenates words.
– It introduces paragraph boundaries to mark coherent text areas
In principle, the output is converted to UTF-8 but in many cases the PDFs contain  
elements which cannot be converted to UTF-8, e.g. many types of qoutes. It depends on 
the sensitivity of the linguistic processor whereas these need to be removed or converted 
separately.
 3.3.1 Download and installation
The capture module can be downloaded from:
https://kyoto.let.vu.nl/~kyoto/files/pdf2text/Pdf2Text-1.0-jar-with-dependencies.jar
 3.3.2 Installation instructions
The capture module is developed in Java 1.6 and compiled (and tested) on Linux (Ubuntu 
- Hardy Heron - 8.04), but should run on any platform that meets the installation 
requirements.
 3.3.3 Installation requirements
To be able to run the Pdf2Text module the following software must be present on the 
system (and available in the path):
• pdftk: software to split a pdf document into pages (www.accesspdf.com)
• pdftotext: software to convert pdf (pages) to text (www.foolabs.com)
 3.3.4 Integration in the KYOTO pipeline
The capture module can be integrated in the KYOTO PipeT architecture. Whenever PDF 
files are uploaded with the option –mime-type='application/pdf', the job dispatcher will  
make a call the module to convert the PDF file to HTML. 
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 3.4 Linguistic processors
In the KYOTO project, linguistic processors are available for 5 languages. Currently, the 
processors for Dutch, Spanish, Basque, Italian and English are available as web services 
running at distributed servers. KyotoCore includes client modules that send HTML to 
these web services and receives KAF representations for the text. The clients are 
integrated in the pipeline through an input stream for TEXT/HMTL and a output stream 
KAF/LP back into the document-base.
 3.4.1 Dutch
For processing Dutch text, we use the Alpino parser. Alpino is capable of parsing arbitrary 
Dutch text. Included is: lemmatization, dependency analysis, named entity recognition,  
part-of-speech tagging and multi-word recognition. Some of these features are useful 
only to a certain extent, because they are not tailored to the domain of KYOTO. For 
example, the named entities recognized by Alpino are completed with domain specific 
named entities at a later processing stage. 
Since the required input and output format in KYOTO does not match the input and 
output of Alpino, some preprocessing and postprocessing is required. The Dutch linguistic  
processor is a PipeT pipeline which consists of the following modules: 
• HTML to text conversion; 
• sentence splitting; 
• Alpino parser (http://www.let.rug.nl/vannoord/alp/Alpino/); 
• Alpino-XML to KAF conversion.
The input can be plain HTML (in case the originating document is a web page) or HTML 
with page boundaries (in case the originating document is a PDF file). Because there are 
two types of input, we use two variants of the pipeline. The input format determines 
which pipeline is used. The difference between the two pipelines is the first module 
(HTML to text conversion). This module uses a different algorithm for text extraction so 
that we can exploit characteristics of each input type optimally. 
Usage
The linguistic processor for Dutch is available as a web service. A web client and a PipeT 
client is available. Contact us to receive usage instructions.
 3.4.2 Basque
For processing Basque we use several linguistic tools developped in the University of the 
Basque Country. The tools are able to:
• text tokenization
• sentence splitting
• morphosyntax analisis
• Multiword expressions recognition
• Named entity recognision
• Dependency parsing
Name: Lemati/Euslem
Description: Lemati is a robust and wide-coverage morphological analyser for Basque. 
Euslem is a Part-of-Speech tagger based on Lemati. The analyser is based on the two-
level formalism and has been designed in an incremental way with three main modules: 
the standard analyser, the analyser of linguistic variants, and the analyser without lexicon 
which can recognize word-forms without having their lemmas in the lexicon. Using lexical  
transducers for our analyser we have improved both the performance
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of the different components of the system and the description itself. Provides possible 
lemmas, PoS and other morphological information for a token. It also recognizes 
date/time expressions, numbers. In the tagger combination of stochastic and rule-based 
disambiguation methods are applied to Basque language. The methods we have used in 
disambiguation are Constraint Grammar formalism and an HMM based tagger developed 
within the MULTEXT project. CG rules are applied using all the morphological features and 
this process decreases morphological ambiguity of texts. Finally, we use the MULTEXT 
project tools to select just one from the possible remaining tags. Using only the 
stochastic method the error rate is about 14%, but the accuracy may be increased by 
about 2% enriching the lexicon with the unknown words. When both methods are 
combined, the error rate of the whole process is 3.5%.
Name: Zatiak
Description: Performs chunking of a sentence. This program reads an input text and, 
after morphological processing, identifies pieces of text (chunks). Each chunk is marked 
with its type: nominal phrase (NP or PP) or verb chain, together with its associated 
information: grammatical case, number, definiteness and syntactic functions, among 
others.
Name: Mendekotasunak
Description: After the chunking process is carried out, by means of a dependency 
parser we establish the dependency-based grammatical relations (subject, object, 
modifier ...) between the components within the clause in order to obtain a dependency 
syntactic tree. Such a deep analysis is used to improve the output of the shallow parsing 
where syntactic structure ambiguity is not fully and explicitly resolved. Previous to the  
completion of the grammar for the dependency parsing, the design of the Dependency
Structure-based Scheme is accomplished;
 3.4.3 Spanish
Spanish language processing is performed by one sole application called Freeling 
(http://garraf.epsevg.upc.es/freeling/).
Freeling is able to:
• Text tokenization.
• Sentence splitting.
• Contraction splitting.
• Morphological analysis.
• Named Entity Recognition
• Date/number/currency/ratios recognition.
• Physical magnitudes detection (speed, weight, temperature, etc.).
• PoS tagging.
• Improved suffix treatment, retokenization of clitic pronouns (after PoS tagging).
• Chart-based shallow parsing.
• Dependency parsing
The FreeLing package is an open source suite of linguistic analyzers. It consists of a 
library providing language analysis services (such as morfological analysis, date 
recognition, PoS tagging, etc.) The current version (2.0) of the package provides 
tokenizing, sentence splitting, morphological analysis, NE detection and classification,
recognition of dates/numbers/physical magnitudes/currency/ratios, PoS tagging, shallow 
parsing, dependency parsing, and WN-based sense annotation. Future versions are 
expected to improve performance in existing functionalities, as well as incorporate new 
features, such as word sense disambiguation, document classification, anaphora 
resolution, etc. FreeLing is designed to be used as an external library from any 
application requiring this kind of services. Nevertheless, a simple main program is also 
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provided as a basic interface to the library, which enables the user to analyze text files 
from the command line.
Example of usage
Basque LPs can be used here: http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/pipet_html2kaf_eu
Spanish LPs can be used here: http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/pipet_html2kaf_es
Currently, these services are only available locally. If you want to use the LPs, contact 
e.agirre@ehu.es.
 3.4.4 Italian and English
Linguistic Processing for English and Italian is performed using Synthema Slot 
Grammar (Syn SG) parser. Syn SG is a multilingual rule-based parser, performing in one 
single step multiple Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks that include: 
• Document and Sentence Segmentation
• Word Tokenization 
• Part-of-Speech tagging 
• Lemmatisation 
• Chunking 
• Named Entity Recognition 
• Dependency Parsing 
• Coreference Resolution 
• Semantic Role Labelling
Syn SG is intended to identify relevant knowledge from the whole raw text, by detecting 
semantic relations and concepts in texts. Concept extraction and text mining are applied 
through a pipeline of linguistic and semantic processors that share as a common ground 
McCord's theory of Slot Grammar. A slot is a placeholder for the different parts of a 
sentence associated with a word. A word may have several slots associated with it, 
forming a slot frame for the word. In order to identify the most relevant terms in a 
sentence, the system analyzes it and, for each word, the Slot Grammar parser draws on 
the word's slot frames to cycle through the possible sentence constructions. Using a 
series of word relationship tests to establish the context, the system tries to assign the 
context-appropriate meaning (sense) to each word, determining the meaning of the 
sentence. Each slot structure can be partially or fully instantiated and it can be filled with  
representations from one or more statements to incrementally build the meaning of a 
statement.  Syn SG parser - a bottom-up chart parser - employs a parse evaluation 
scheme used for pruning away unlikely analyses during parsing as well as for ranking 
final analyses. By including semantic information directly in the dependency grammar 
structures, the system relies on the lexical semantic information combined with 
functional relations. Beside Named Entities, locations, time-points, etc, Syn SG detects 
relevant chunks like Noun Phrases and Verbal Phrase which comply with a set of pre-
defined morphological patterns and whose information exceeds a threshold of 
significance. The detected terms are then extracted, reduced to their Part Of Speech and 
their base forms are tagged with Functional Dependencies and Semantic Roles. 
Syn SG has been tailored for KYOTO, both from an architectural and from a technical and 
point of view to fit with the purposes and objectives of KYOTO. As a matter of fact, in  
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order to process huge amounts of documents, the global architecture of which Syn SG is 
part of, relies on a distributed architecture, allowing multiprocessor and multilanguage 
engines. Each LP engine is serving NLP tasks complying to an Asyncronous 
communication protocol. Syn SG has been modified in order to serve Syncronous NLP 
tasks tailored to the KYOTO domain with some preprocessing and postprocessing in order 
to fit with the Kyoto Data Formats. 
 
A server API was designed and developed for KYOTO, allowing to serve requests on a 
remote host running a dedicated webservice. The syncronous webservice implements the 
following function: 
makeKaf 
It takes as input the HTML contents, and  it returns a a KAF_Annotation_Result_Code or 
a KAF_Annotation_Result_Data (KAF_file_content  or KAF_error_description). 
For detailed information about the KAF (Knowledge Annotation Format) format, produced 
as result by all the KYOTO LPs, pls check the link:
https://kyoto.let.vu.nl/svn/kyoto/trunk/doc/user/KAF/kaf.pdf  
A parsing request can be submitted to the webservice using either PipeT modules or 
client APIs (see samples in the following sections).
Pipeline modules, conforming to the PipeT architecture have been developed as shell 
commands, in 3 variants for each language (English and Italian), in order to parse 
documents in different formats, namely:
1. text/html: plain HTML (document originated from a web page, produced by the 
KYOTO capture module); 
2. pdf/html: HTML with page boundaries (document generated converting a PDF 
document to HTML, produced by the KYOTO capture module); 
3. text/plain: plain text (document of raw text, useful to test the Linguistic Processor  
webservice);
Basically each module uses a (local) shell script that implements a webservice client 
(written in PHP), calling the server API (remote webservice) for the LP, in the appropriate 
language (UK and IT) and format.
Download and installation
Download the PipeT modules for the Integrated System here:
https://kyoto.let.vu.nl/svn/kyoto/users/TizianaSoru 
lp_eng_hmtl.php, lp_eng_hmtl.sh for English text/html files 
lp_eng_pdf.php, lp_eng_pdf.sh for English pdf/html files 
lp_ita_hmtl.php, lp_ita_hmtl.sh for Italian text/html files 
lp_ita_pdf.php, lp_ita_pdf.sh for Italian pdf/html files 
Client Requirements 
These are the requirements needed for locally running the PipeT module:
• Web server Apache 2.0+ (http://httpd.apache.org/) 
• PHP 5.2 (http://www.php.net)
• The Soap extension for PHP (http://it.php.net/manual/en/book.soap.php)
Instructions for installation and usage 
• install Apache
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• install PHP
• install SOAP extension
• modify the configuration file php.ini, editing the settings as follows:
• max_execution_time = 6000; Maximum execution time of each script, in 
seconds
• max_input_time = 600; Maximum amount of time each script may spend 
parsing request data
• memory_limit = 1024M
• restart Apache
• modify in *.sh files the *.php files path
For help with the installation and configuration of the web server and the required 
environments please refer to the specific manuals.
IMPORTANT Please notice that the LP webservice is granting processing permission only 
to authenticated IP addresses. If you are willing to use the webservice ask permission for 
your client IP address, contacting carlo.aliprandi@N0-SpaM.synthema.it.
Example of usage: the PipeT module for parsing and KAF annotation of english pdf/html 
file.
The LP module, available as a shell command, can be integrated in the KYOTO PipeT 
architecture. The LP module reads from the input stream text/html or pdf/html and 
writes on the output stream kaf/lp. No configuration options have to be provided, 
nevertheless it's up to the user to integrate the appropriate module with respect to 
language and input format:
lp_eng_hmtl.sh for English text/html files 
lp_eng_pdf.sh for English pdf/html files 
lp_ita_hmtl.sh for Italian text/html files 
lp_ita_pdf.sh for Italian pdf/html files 
 For more detailed information on usage and integration of the LP module, please follow 
instructions on the page:
http://kyoto.let.vu.nl/~bosma/pipet/newmodule.html
under the section "Creating a module as a shell command".
The following sample shows 'lp_eng_pdf.php', webservice client implementation of the LP 
module for English and pdf/html files, called from the 'lp_eng_pdf.sh' Linux shell  
command:
/** 
  * Client Webservice Kyoto Project
 */
$soapclient=new SoapClient(null,array('location' => 
"http://77.43.18.227/kyoto/server5.php",'uri'=>"http://test-uri/"));
$options=array('namespace'=>'urn:KAFWebService','trace'=>1);
$data=file_get_contents('php://stdin');
$content=htmlentities($data);
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$lang=1;
$type=7;
$params=array('content'=>$content, 'lang'=>$lang, 'type'=>$type);
try {
        $ret=$soapclient->__soapCall('makeKaf',$params,$options);
        print_r($ret."\n");
} catch (SoapFault $exception) {
        echo $exception;
}
?>
Examples of usage: the client API for parsing and KAF annotation of plain text 
(text/plain files) 
Syn SG is designed to be used as an external webservice for any applicarion requiring 
NLP tasks.
Integration can also be accomplished using the client API: for a sample of its usage check 
the link: 
http://servizi2.synthema.it/kyotoweb/index.htm 
Language (Italian or English) is automatically identified. 
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 3.5 Multiword tagger
MultiWordTagger (MWT) is a module that reads KAF files and tries to detect multiword 
terms from a generic wordnet and a domain wordnet in WN-LMF format. Terms are 
represented as separate elements in KAF and the word-sense-disambiguation (WSD) 
module operates on single terms. When a sequence of terms such as human and right is 
represented as separate terms, the WSD module will try to disambiguate the separate 
words individually. The MWT will group the two words as a single term, i.e. human right, 
and the WSD module will assign a single specific meaning, resulting in a more 
informative meaning. The multiwords are taken from the generic wordnet in a language 
and (optionally) a domain specific wordnet. The WSD module will use the same wordnets 
for assigning synsets. 
Note that the current version of the program can only detect multiwords of adjacent 
elements. Disjoint multiwords are not detected. 
 3.5.1 What will the MultiWordTagger do to KAF?
Below is an example of a sequence of terms in KAF:
        <term tid="t74" type="open" lemma="land" pos="N">
                <span><target id="w83"></target></span>
        </term>
        <term tid="t75" type="open" lemma="development" pos="N">
                <span> <target id="w84"></target></span>
        </term>
The wordnet data file contains a multiword land development. This will then be changed 
to: 
        <term tid="t75mw" type="open" lemma="land_development" pos="N">
                <span><target id="w83"/><target id="w84"/></span>
                <component id="t74" lemma="land" pos="N"/>
                <component id="t75" lemma="development" pos="N"/>
        </term>
We create a new term identifier for the multiword and let it point to the word forms of 
the elements in the span. Furthermore, we include the elements as term components. 
This approach generates an output that is compatible with the way compounds are 
represented in KAF. The next example shows a Dutch compound term 
natuurbeschermingsovereenkomst that is split into 3 components by the LP using general 
rules and a general lexicon: 
        <term head="t6.35.2" lemma="natuurbeschermingsovereenkomst" 
pos="N.noun" tid="t6.35" type="open">
                <span><target id="w6.35"/></span>
                <component id="t6.35.0" lemma="natuur"/>
                <component id="t6.35.1" lemma="bescherming"/>
                <component id="t6.35.2" lemma="overeenkomst"/>
        </term>
Likewise, the WSD module can treat compounds and multiwords in the same manner. 
In addition to detecting the phrase, the MWT needs to know the head of the multiword 
phrase, given the part of speech (POS) of the multiword as stored in wordnet: noun, verb 
or adjective. To detect the head of a phase, the MWT uses patterns that are specific for 
each language. Each pattern starts with the POS of the multiword unit, followed by a 
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colon, followed by another POS or the string first or last. Here are two examples of these 
patterns for English and for Spanish: 
pattern for English
        lang=en
        N:P
        N:last
        V:last
        G:last
pattern for Spanish
        lang=es
        N:first
        V:first
        G:first
For English (en), the first line of the patterns states that for multiword terms that include  
a preposition (POS=P), the head is the last term with the POS N preceding the 
preposition. As a second rule for multiwords with the POS=N states that the last N is the 
head. The second line only applies if the first line does not. For verbs (V) and adjectives 
(G), the last term is taken as the head. For Spanish, in all cases the first element marks 
the head. 
The POS tags need to match with the stadard POS tags as defined in the KAF XSD as 
defined in https://kyoto.let.vu.nl/svn/kyoto/trunk/doc/user/KAF/kaf.pdf  
Whenever the head of the multi word is detected, the program creates a new term for 
the multiword with a new unique identifier and represents the elements as components. 
When a new term structure is created, the MWT needs to fix all the references that are 
made to the other layers in KAF to the original terms. It removes the original terms as 
elements in KAF and fixes the references to the original term identifiers in KAF, i.e.: 
1. All the references to the original term that is now the head of the multiword terms 
are replaced by the references to the new multiword identifier. This involves all 
chunks and dependencies in KAF. 
2. All references to the other elements in the multiword term are removed: 
• Chunks: adapt the span so that it refers only to the multiword and not to 
the elements and change the head reference by a reference to the 
multiword 
• Dependencies: remove dependencies in which the non-head elements are 
involved 
Note that only the chunks and dependencies are adapted by MWT. Any other layers 
added to KAF by other modules are not adapted. It is therefore wise to apply MWT 
directly after the creation of KAF by the morpho-syntactic module, before any other layer 
of KAF is added. 
 3.5.2 Download
MWT version 01 (02-April-2010, version 01) can be downloaded from: mwtagger.v.01.zip 
 3.5.3 Installation requirements
Multiwordtagger is developed in Java 1.6 and compiled on MAC OS X. It can run on any 
platform that has Java installed (1.6). It does not require any specific installation actions  
besides copying the structure as is. You may need to edit the configuration file to use the 
proper WN-LMF file and the correct language patterns. 
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 3.5.4 Installation structure
- conf
  -mwtagger.basque.cfg
 - mwtagger.spanish.cg
 - mwtagger.english.cfg
 - mwtagger.dutch.cfg
- doc
- kyoto_wn.dtd 
- lib:
  - mwtagger.jar 
-resources 
 3.5.5 Integration in KYOTO pipeline
The eu.kyotoproject.multiwordtagger.MultiwordTaggerModule class should be used to run 
MWT as a module within the KYOTO PipeT architecture. Within the standard KYOTO 
pipeline, the MultiWordtagger operates on the KAF that is generated by the Linguistic  
Processors (LPs), before word-sense-disambigution takes place. As a pipeline module in 
KYOTO, MWT will take kaf/lp as an inputstream and generates kaf/mw as an 
outputstream for any KAF document in the document base to which the MWT is added a 
processor. The MWT module takes the path to a configuration file as a configuration value 
in the constructor. This path is specified through the pipeline configuration option (see 
the documentation on PipeT. The configuration file contains the patterns for a specified 
language (see above) and the path to the wordnet lexicons in WN-LMF format containing 
the multiwords, for example: 
# last or first
# any pos tag that marks post head position, e.g. for English a preposition 
# P terminates the search for the head so that the last N before P becomes 
# the head
# patterns are checked in the listed order
# first matching pattern applies
lang=en
generic_wn_lmf=/Projects/Kyoto/Data/mwtagger/resources/wnen3.xml.lmf
domain_wn_lmf=/Projects/Kyoto/Data/mwtagger/resources/wneng_domain_LMF_v3.x
ml
N:P
N:last
V:last
G:last
It is possible to specify up to two wordnet files in WN-LMF containing the mutiwords. If  
no multiwords lexicons are found, the program aborts and does not generate output. If 
no patterns are specified, the MWT will take the last word with the same POS as the 
head. Through the configuration file, MWT can be set to run on different languages and 
with different WN-LMF files. Specify the correct absolute (!) path to the WN-LMF files for 
runing MWT. You may also need to validate the patterns and the POS codes in KAF. 
 3.5.6 To run MWT as a standalone program on KAF files on disk
The eu.kyotoproject.multiwordtagger.MultiTaggerTest class can be used to run the tagger 
as a standalone application on any set of KAF files on disk. MultiTaggerTest takes two 
arguments: 
1. the full path to the configuration file 
2. the full path to a folder that contains the KAF files 
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Below is an example of how to call the MWT test class on a folder containing KAF 
documents: 
java -Xmx512m -cp ./lib/kaf.jar:./lib/mwtagger.jar 
eu.kyotoproject.multiwordtagger.MultiTaggerTest 
"/Projects/Kyoto/mwtagger.v01/conf/mwtagger.english.cfg" 
"/Projects/Kyoto/Data/Estuaries/English"
This call will use the configuration file for Enlgish and process all files with the extension  
*.kaf in the English folder. It will create a new folder English_lp+mw to store all the KAF 
files with multiword annotation. 
License
MWT is copy right of Piek Vossen. It is released as an open source module available 
under GNU GPL.
Contact
Send any questions and bugs to Piek Vossen, p.vossen at let.vu.nl VU University 
Amsterdam The Netherlands 
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 3.6 Word-sense-disambiguation
Word Sense Disambiguation is the task of automatically choose the correct sense of a 
word in a context. KYOTO uses the UKB application for performing WSD over KAF files. 
UKB is a graph based method for WSD which exploits the structure of an underlying 
knowledge base. UKB is language independent, provided that a lexical knowledge base 
for this particular language exists. In KYOTO we use WordNet as lexical knowledge base, 
enriched with domain information.
 3.6.1 Download and installation
UKB is available at the following link:  http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/ukb/
Currently it works only on unix/linux platforms. Download the application and follow the  
instructions forcompiling/installing ukb.
 3.6.2 Example of usage
Follow the ukb link for usage examples.
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 3.7 Named-entity recognition
The Named Entity Recogniser (NER) is a module that reads KAF files and tries to detect 
terms that denote dates and locations, using language-specific resources and a version of 
the GeoNames database that has been adapted to our needs. To detect dates, the NER-
module checks whether the term contains the name(s) of a weekday or month (e.g. 
'January 2006'), or conforms to a particular pattern (e.g. '13-02-2003' or '1950s'). To 
detect locations, the NER-module sends each noun to GeoNames, and selects the most 
likely location from the results (e.g. the largest city, or a location in the same country as 
the other locations in the text). 
 3.7.1 What will the NER-Module do to KAF? 
These named entities are stored, disambiguated, in the KAF. For instance, the KAF may 
contain the following terms: 
    <term lemma="July_2001" pos="N" tid="t5987" type="entity"> 
        <span> 
            <target id="w6786"/> 
            <target id="w6787"/> 
        </span> 
    </term>
    <term lemma="Holderness" pos="O" tid="t461" type="open"> 
        <span> 
            <target id="w533"/> 
        </span> 
    </term>
The first term is identified as a date and disambiguated to '2001-07'; the second term is 
identified as a location and disambiguated to a peninsula in the UK. These named entities  
are stored in the KAF as separate entities, with a KafReference to the terms. If multiple 
terms refer to the same (disambiguated) date or location, the entity contains 
KafReferences to all those terms. The locations also contain ExternalReferences to the 
GeoNames location, and a WordNet synset which describes the type of location (such as 
peninsula). Assuming that there is a second term which refers to the Holderness 
peninsula, the KAF-representation of these two named entities is as follows: 
    <date did="d11"> 
        <kafReferences> 
            <kafReference pageId="22"> 
                <span id="t5987"/> 
            </kafReference> 
        </kafReferences> 
        <dateInfo dateISO="2001-07" lemma="July 2001"/> 
    </date>
    <location lid="l4"> 
        <kafReferences> 
            <kafReference pageId="3"> 
                <span id="t461"/> 
            </kafReference> 
            <kafReference pageId="4"> 
                <span id="t871"/> 
            </kafReference> 
        </kafReferences> 
        <externalReferences> 
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            <externalRef confidence="0.35" reference="2646769" resource="GeoNames"/> 
            <externalRef reference="eng-30-09388848-n" resource="wn30g"/> 
        </externalReferences> 
        <geoInfo> 
            <place countryCode="GB" countryName="United Kingdom" fname="peninsula" 
                      latitude="53.75" longitude="-0.1166667"                     
                      name="Holderness" timezone="Europe/London"/> 
        </geoInfo> 
    </location>
 3.7.2 Download and installation
The NER module can be downloaded from ner.zip . 
To run the NER-module, the GeoNames mySQL database must be installed on your 
machine. A dump of the database is included in the zip file; after installing mySQL, install  
the database by running in a command window: 
mysql geonames < geonames.sql
 3.7.3 Run the NER module from the commandline
To run the NER module from the commandline the user should supply the following 
parameters: 
1. Project folder (contains the kaf-files); 
2. mySql username (default = root); 
3. mySql password (use '-' for the empty string); 
4. Whether the output should contain only named entities (true) or all kaf (false). 
Below is an example of how to call the NER module from the commandline: 
java -Xmx512m \
     -cp ner-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT-jar-with-dependencies.jar \
     eu.kyoto.ner.LocationAndDateCapture upload/estuaries_english/lp+mw+wsd 
root - false
 3.7.4 Integration in the KYOTO pipeline
The NER module can be integrated in the KYOTO PipeT architecture. The NER-module 
reads from an input-stream kaf/wsd (containing the result of the WSD-module) and 
writes the result to an output stream kaf/ner. Through the pipeline configuration option 
(see the documentation on PipeT) the user can specify: 
1. sqlUser: user-name for mySQL (default = 'root'); 
2. sqlPassword: password for mySQL (default = ''); 
3. ner-only: True to write only named entities, false to write entire KAF to kaf/ner 
(default = 'false'). 
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 3.8 Ontotagger
Ontotagging represents the last phase in the Kyoto annotation pipeline. The OntoTagger 
module adds a further layer of annotation to a text with knowledge gathered from the 
ontology. The OntoTagger takes in input a KAF file, which already passed through the 
phases of MW and NE recognition and WS disambiguation. For each synset automatically  
assigned to a term in KAF, OntoTagger includes:
1. the corresponding Base Concept; 
2. the correct ontology type and the appropriate relation to the ontology;
For each ontology type, it includes:
3. the appropriate relations to other types in the ontology
This allows to make explicit the implicit ontological statements, thus leading to perform 
offline reasoning and facilitate the Kybots to run on KAF texts.
Each added information is represented by means of an XML element <externalRef>:
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The OntoTagger module relies on a set of external resources, constituted by three tables 
where synsets, Base Concepts and Kyoto2 Ontology with properties of the ontological 
types are related each other. A first tables relates each synset its Base Concept; a second 
table links each synset, via a relation, to its ontology type; the last table makes explicit  
the properties between the ontological types and other types within Kyoto2 Ontology. 
The following is the description of the fields in the tables.
--- Table 1: Synset - BC
 o Synset
 o BC
--- Table 2: Synset - Ontology
 o Relation
 o Ontology
 o Synset
--- Table 3: Explicit Ontology 
 o Ontology label (source)
 o Property
 o Ontology (target)
 3.8.1 Description of the algorithm
Without loss of generality, in order to describe the OntoTagger algorithm, the tables 
where knowledge is stored can be seen as functions:
 F: SYN --> BC
 G: SYN --> REL x ONTO
 H: ONTO --> PartOf (PROP x ONTO)
 
Where: 
 SYN = {s | s is a synset in WN} that is the Set of Synsets; 
 BC = {b | bc is a base concept} that is the Set of Base Concepts;
 REL = {r | r is a relation} that is the Set of Relations;
 ONTO = {o | o is an ontology type} that is the Set of OntologyTypes;
 PROP = {p | p is an ontology property} that is the Set of ExplicitOntologyProperties;
As usual, we indicate with 
- X the Cartesian product on Set, that is, T x Z = {(t,z) | t belongsTo T and z belongsTo 
Z} the Set of pair of ordered element of T and Z . If (t,z) is a pair of elements , the 
operators projection first and second are used to select the first and second element of a 
pair;
- PartOf (X) the set of all subsets of X, that is PartOf (X) = { x | x 
isIncludedOrCoincidentWith X }
ALGORITHM
* Parsing input KAF
* Parsing tables
For all terms with tag <externalRef> in input KAF as:
<externalRef confidence = n reference= x resource = wn />
The following sub-nodes are added in output:
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For all values x1,x2..xn belongsTo T3(ot) with ot = T2(x).second.
The attribute value pair status="implied" is set when the explicit property of the ontology 
is inherited.
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 3.8.2 OntoTagged Sample 
The following example for "duck" shows the output of the whole procedure.
 3.8.3 OntoTagger: Download and Installation 
OntoTagger version 2.1 (12-April-2010, version 2.1) can be downloaded here: 
release_V2.1
Installation instructions
OntoTagger  is  written in  C++ and  compiled  in  two versions  in  order  to  run on two 
platforms, Windows (ontotagger_v2_WIN) and Linux (ontotagger_v2_LINUX). It does not 
require any specific installation actions, besides copying the structure as is. The package 
provides a ReadMe file with specific instructions.
● Run OntoTagger as a standalone program on KAF files on disk
The OntoTagger can be used as a standalone application on any set of WSD/NER KAF files 
on disk. OntoTagger takes three tables as arguments.
● To run OntoTagger on Windows platform: 
more IN | ontotagger_v2_WIN.exe T1 T2 T3 > OUT 
● To run OntoTagger on Linux platform: 
cat IN | ./ontotagger_v2_LINUX T1 T2 T3 > OUT 
where:
IN  = file_name_kaf_input 
T1  = T1__Synset-BC.v2.rel.txt (“arg” folder)
T2  = T2__Synset-Ontology.txt (“arg” folder)
T3  = T3__Explicit_Ontology.txt (“arg” folder)
OUT = file_name_kaf_output (by convention, the file name contains the 
suffix “onto”)
The content and format of the tables is the following: 
T1: includes synset-BC mappings. 
All nominal synsets connected to 297 nominal Base Concepts; all verbal synsets 
connected to 579 verbal Base Concepts; 482 Domain synsets connected to Base 
Concepts. Format: synset-offset base-concept-offset 
T2: includes noun, adjective and verb synsets (and expanded near-hyponyms) synsets - 
Ontology mappings (Base Concepts as Types of the Ontology). Format: synset_offset 
relation Ontology_Type 
T3: includes 20363 Explicit Ontology statements in Tabular format (Top, 
Middle, Domain and Benchmarck Adjectives Verbs). Format: 
Ontology_Type_source relation Ontology_Type_target (inherited)
● Integrate OntoTagger in the KYOTO pipeline
The OntoTagger_V.2 can be integrated as an external module within the KYOTO  PipeT 
architecture within the standard KYOTO pipeline. The OntoTagger operates on the KAF file 
after word-sense-disambiguation and named-entity recognition take place. As a pipeline 
module in KYOTO, OntoTagger will take kaf-ner as an inputstream and generate kaf-onto 
as an outputstream for any KAF document in the document base. 
The OntoTagger module is created as a shell command. To run the OntoTagger module, 
the user, by using the PipeT graphical user interface, should:
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1. Go to the list of available modules (in the menu: settings, manage modules).  
2. Create the new OntoTagger module (add module) and select "external module" as 
a module type. 
3. Browse to select the OntoTagger executable and click "OK" (be careful to use the 
correct executable, depending on the fact that Pipet is running in Linux or 
Windows). A new module is now created. 
4. Select and configure the newly created module from the module list. Click 
“Configure”: 
 Command: contains the executable with the complete path; add the tables 
(T1, T2, T3) as parameters (be careful to specify the path). 
 Input pipes: add an input pipe name, as agreed on in Kyoto “kaf/ner” 
 Output pipes: add an output pipe name, “kaf/onto”. 
5. The module is now ready for being integrated in the Kyoto pipeline. 
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 3.9 Tybot
While we acknowledge that some words have more relevance to a domain than others, 
we consider any syntactic unit as a potential term. Rather than focusing on extracting the  
most relevant terms, we try to establish a view on the terminology of the domain which 
is as complete as possible. Since an essential part of the meaning of a term is defined by 
its relations to other terms, discovering relations is as important to our goal as ranking 
terms by relevance. Once we have extensive knowledge of how the terms relate to each 
other, we are also more capable of judging the domain-relevance of a term.
After a domain-relevance score is assigned, the list of terms can be reduced as desired 
by setting a threshold to filter out the least relevant terms.
Preceding term extraction, we perform tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, 
lemmatization, dependency parsing and word-sense disambiguation. This produces all  
the morpho-syntactic information required, which is stored in KAF. As a result, the input  
to the term extraction process is a set of KAF files which contains the following levels of  
annotation:
• Tokenization. Tokens are grouped by page, paragraph and sentence. 
• Lemmatization. A lemma and part-of-speech is assigned to a single-word or multi-
word. References to tokens are inserted as well. Wordnet senses are assigned to 
lemmas where possible. 
• Constituents. Phrases such as noun phrases and prepositional phrases are 
identified, with pointers to the lemmas which constitute them. Also, the head of  
the phrase is marked. 
• Dependencies. Lemmas have dependency relations to other lemmas. The relation 
type (subject, object, etc.) is also identified. 
The language-neutral nature of KAF allows us to keep any processing from this point on 
language-neutral.
Because all words in the source documents are linked to the wordnet of the 
corresponding language, also the extracted candidate terms are linked to wordnet (either 
directly or through hypernym relations). Since the wordnets are mapped to the English 
wordnet, the majority of extracted candidate terms also have a hypernym which is linked 
to its equivalent in other languages. For instance, the term invasive species is linked to  
species (based on its morpho-syntactic structure). The term species is in wordnet and 
linked to foreign equivalents of the term (e.g. “soort” in Dutch).
 3.9.1 Download and installation
The Tybot is packaged with the document base (see above).
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 3.10 Kybot
Kybots are computer programs that use the mined concepts and the generic concepts 
already connected to the language wordnets and the KYOTO ontology to detect actual 
concept instances and relations in text (i.e. tropical species decreased by 15% last year). 
This process is determined by the conceptual modeling defined by the domain users.
 3.10.1 Download and installation
The Kybot software, called 'mining module', can be downloaded from the KYOTO 
subversion repository by following this link: 
https://kyoto.let.vu.nl/svn/kyoto/trunk/scripts/mining_module  
It has the instruction for installation and usage.
 3.10.2 Example of usage
Follow the link above to see usage examples
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 4  A use case for KyotoCore
In this section, we describe how we applied KyotoCore to English documents on 
estuaries. This process was carried out in the following steps:
1. The users defined the source documents for the English estuary and the capture 
module added the sources to the database in the document base;
2. We selected 3 documents to create a domain model by extracting the relevant 
terms and mapping these to the KYOTO ontology. For this we processed the 
documents in KYOTO using the word-sense-disambiguation (WSD) module and the 
Tybot module. WSD creates the link of the words in KAF to the synsets and the 
Tybot extracts the terms. Wikyoto was used to create a domain wordnet out of the 
terms and map it to the ontology. This constitute the domain model;
3. We exported the domain wordnet and the ontology to data files that are needed 
for multiword tagging, wsd, and ontotagging;
4. We applied multiword tagging, wsd, named-entity-recognition and the ontotagging  
to the 3 documents and to the complete database; This was done twice: once 
without the domain model and once with the domain model;
5. We created Kybot profiles based on the type of information represented in the 
domain model;
6. We applied the Kybots to all 4 data sets:
1. 3 documents without domain model
2. 3 documents with the domain model
3. complete database without domain model
4. complete database with domain model
We explain the process and the results in more detail below.
 4.1 Building the English estuary database
The domain experts from the environment provided us with a list of URLs for websites 
and documents on two estuaries: the Humber Estuary in Hull (UK) and the Chesapeake 
Bay estuary in the US. They also provided URLs to background documentation on bird 
migration, sedimentation, habitat destruction, and climate change. In total, 50 URLs  
were provided:
HumberEstuary
http://www.jncc.gov.uk/pdf/SPA/UK9006111.pdf
http://www.jncc.gov.uk/pdf/RIS/UK11031.pdf
http://www.jncc.gov.uk/protectedsites/sacselection/sac.asp?EUCode=UK0030170
http://www.humberems.co.uk/
http://www.estuary-guide.net/
http://www.humberinca.co.uk/introduction.php
http://www.humber-bib.hull.ac.uk/
ChesapeakeBay
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chesapeake_Bay
http://www.chesapeakebay.net/
http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/fs102-98/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chesapeake_Bay_Foundation
http://www.cbf.org/Document.Doc?id=172
http://www.cbf.org/Page.aspx?pid=1000
http://www.chesapeake.org/
http://www.acb-online.org/
http://www.eco-check.org/reportcard/chesapeake/2007/
BirdMigration
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bird_migration
http://www.garden-birds.co.uk/information/migration.htm
http://www.birdlife.org/news/news/2009/03/born_to_travel_launch.html
http://www.backyardnature.net/birdmgrt.htm
http://www.naturia.per.sg/buloh/birds/migration.htm
http://www.npwrc.usgs.gov/resource/birds/migratio/intro.htm
http://www.paulnoll.com/Oregon/Birds/Avian-migration.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2009/apr/15/migrating-birds-climate-change
http://wild-birds.suite101.com/article.cfm/bird_migration_patterns
http://wild-birds.suite101.com/article.cfm/birds_know_when_to_migrate
http://wild-birds.suite101.com/article.cfm/an_avian_migration_glossary
http://wild-birds.suite101.com/article.cfm/why_do_birds_migrate
Sedimentation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sedimentation
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/532291/sedimentation
http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/concept?ns=1&cp=7563
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/504801/river/29124/Sedimentation-in-estuaries
http://geology.uprm.edu/Morelock/estuary.htm
http://www.ew.govt.nz/Publications/Technical-Reports/Estuary-sedimentation-A-review-of-estuarine-
sedimentation-in-the-Waikato-region/
HabitatDestruction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Habitat_destruction
http://www.panda.org/about_our_earth/species/about_species/problems/habitat_loss_degradation/
http://www.gwll.org.uk/index.asp?page=132
http://www.conservationinstitute.org/ocean_change/habitatloss.htm
http://www.bgci.org/ourwork/habitat_loss/
http://amphibiaweb.org/declines/HabFrag.html
http://www.hsus.org/wildlife/issues_facing_wildlife/habitat_loss_and_fragmentation/
http://www.birdlife.org/action/science/sowb/pressure/30.html
ClimateChange
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_warming
http://www.bbc.co.uk/climate/evidence/
http://www.unep.org/climatechange/Introduction/tabid/233/language/en-US/Default.aspx
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/climat/home_en.htm
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/Environmentandgreenerliving/Thewiderenvironment/Climatechange/DG_072901
http://www.foe.co.uk/campaigns/climate/issues/climate_change_index.html
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/climat/campaign/what/climatechange_en.htm
After applying the Capture module to the list of URLs we obtained 47 websites with pages 
and 815 pdf documents. In total, 4625 files have been added to the database in the 
document base, where the PDFs have been converted to HTML files and all the pages of 
the websites have been downloaded. Note that PDFs embedded in the websites are 
represented as separate documents.
All the documents have been processed by the linguistic processor for English, which 
generated KAF representations for all the documents.
 4.2 Building the domain model
Next, we selected 3 evaluation documents from the estuary database: two on the 
Humber Estuary in the UK and one on the Chesapeak Bay in the US:
• Ebb & Flow, THE NEWSLETTER OF THE HUMBER MANAGEMENT SCHEME, No 5 
Summer 2006, Humber Management Scheme, Chris J Manning, Humber Project 
Manager, North Lincolnshire, DN18 5JR, 1.5 MB in size, 8 pages and 2682 
words.
• HUMBER ESTUARY (UNITED KINGDOM), Philip Winn, Environment Agency United 
Kingdom, e-mail: philip.winn@environment- agency.gov.uk, EUROSION Case 
Study, 369KB, 23 pages, 6595 words
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• Bay Barometer A Health and Restoration Assessment of the Chesapeake Bay 
Program, Chesapeake Bay and Watershed in 2008, A Watershed Partnership, 
March 2009, http://www.chesapeakebay.net/. 6.1 MB, 40 pages, 16504 words
The documents were further processed through the KYOTO pipeline, applying WSD and 
extracting the terms using the Tybot module. The Tybot extracted 3950 candidate terms 
form the KAF representations of the documents. Most of these are nouns (2818). The 
nominal terms matched for 40% with wordnet synsets, the verbs and adjectives for 98% 
and 85% respectively. New terms are clearly nouns. The verbs and adjectives were used 
to extend the KYOTO ontology to cover all processes and states (see D06.6 and D06.6, 
WP6). For the domain wordnet, we restricted ourselves to the nouns. From the 1688 new 
nominal terms, the users selected 390 terms that they deem to be important. These 
terms are connected to parent terms, which ultimately are connected to wordnet synsets. 
This resulted in another 197 parent terms to be added. Wikyoto was used to edit this 
initial domain wordnet and to create the ontology mappings.
Using Wikyoto, a domain wordnet was built from terms in the term database. In total,  
659 terms out of the total set of 2818 terms were selected and modelled. They have 
been mapped to the generic wordnets (either directly or through a hypernym relation to 
a more general term that was mapped) and 990 mappings to the central ontology have 
been provided. Furthermore, the ontology itself was extended to  1149 classes of which 
940 for the domain.
The domain wordnet and the ontology with the domain extension can be seen as a 
domain model that is added to the generic resources: generic wordnets and the top and 
middle level of the ontology. For the generic wordnet, 264 nominal Base Concepts have 
been mapped to the ontology. These Base Concept represent the complete noun 
hierarchy, i.e. every noun in the English Wordnet is related to a Base Concept through 
hyponymy relations.  For verbs and adjectives in WordNet, we provided an ad hoc 
mapping for the most important ones that occur in the above documents.
Once we have the domain model, we generate the following data files through an WN-
LMF export of the domain wordnet:
1. WN-LMF was used directly by the multiword tagger
2. WN-LMF was used to extend the lexicon and the graph that is used by the 
WSD (UKB)
3. WN-LMF was used to create wordnet-to-ontology mappings for the ontotagger
In addition, we constructed mapping lists for all WordNet3.0 synsets to Base Concepts 
and to adjective and verbs that are matched to the ontology. These mappings provide the 
generic conceptual model based on wordnet and on the ontology.
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 4.3 Applying text mining
With respect to processing the documents, we can thus use the generic wordnet 
multiwords for multiword detection, the generic wordnet relations for WSD and the 
generic wordnet to ontology mappings for ontological tagging, or we can combine any of 
these with the additional domain specific data that was produced through the domain 
modelling.
Next, we applied multiword tagging, wsd, named-entity-recognition and ontotagging to  
with and without the domain model. This thus constitutes four different data sets:
1. 3 documents without domain model
2. 3 documents with the domain model
3. complete database without domain model
4. complete database with domain model
The next table shows the effects of using the domain model for the first 3 modules:
We can see that the domain model has a clear effect on the multword detection in the 3 
evaluation documents.  Using the domain model, 600 multiwords have been detected, 
against 145 with just the generic wordnet. This is obvious since the terms are extracted 
from the same documents. However, when applying it to the complete database, we see 
that still over 2,300 more multiwords have been detected using the domain wordnet. 
Note that the domain wordnet has only 97 multiwords and the generic wordnet has 
19,126 multiwords. So 0.5% of the multiwords in the domain wordnet add 1.5 times 
more multiword tokens in the database.
The third row specifies the number of synsets that have been assigned. We can see that 
for the domain model almost 400 more synsets have been detected. In the case of the 
full database, we see that relatively few more have been detected, almost 1,500 while 
the database is 80 times as big. If we look more closely at the numbers of actual domain 
synsets detected, we see the following results. In the benchmark documents 637 or 5% 
of the synsets is a domain wordnet synset, whereas 5,353 synsets are domain synsets in 
the full estuary database, which is only 0.52%. Note that in KAF multiwords are 
represented both as a single terms and in terms of their elements. The WSD module 
assigns synsets to both. The domain model can thus only add synsets compared to the 
processing without the domain. 
Finally, if we look at the named-entity-recognition module, we see a slight negative effect 
for the detection of named-entities due to the domain model. The named-entity-
recognition module does not consider the elements of multiwords but just the multiword 
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Table 1: Statistics on processing the estuary documents with and without  
domain model
bench mark documents (3) estuary documents (4742)
No Domain Domain No Domain Domain
terms 22,204 22,204 2,419,839 2,419,839
multiwords 145 600 4,389 6,671
synsets 12,526 12,910 1,021,598 1,023,017
ne location 158 126 41,681 40,714
ne date 67 66 10,288 10,233
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terms as a whole. Grouping terms as multiwords thus leads to less named-entities being 
detected. This is not necessarily a bad things, since the detection heavily over-generates 
and could have now more precision.
For the benchmark documents, we checked the ontological implications that have been 
inserted by the Ontotagger. In the next examples, we see 3 types of insertions. The first 
example, shows the adjective ecological that has two meanings assigned from the 
generic wordnet, one with a confidence score of 0.51 and another with a score of 0.49. 
Only the first synset has a mapping with the ontology. We can see that it has a direct 
mapping to the ontology concept Kyoto#ecological, marked by the prefix “sc_”. In 
addition, there are implied statements (status=”implied”). These are properties that can 
be inferred from the ontology itself for each ontological class that is directly associated 
with a term synset. Finally, there are also ontology mappings without the prefix “sc_” 
that represent the class hierachy of the direct mappings. These have the reftype attribute 
“SubClassOf” and the attribute status:
<term lemma="ecological" pos="G" tid="t924" type="open"> 
    <span> 
<target id="w1043"/> 
    </span> 
    <externalReferences> 
        <externalRef confidence="0.5058" reference="eng-30-02906478-a" resource="wneng_domain"> 
            "Kyoto#ecological" reftype="sc_equivalentOf" resource="ontology"> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="Kyoto#ecological" status="implied"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="TopKyoto2#indefinite_quality_region"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#region" status="implied"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#part" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#region" status="implied"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#abstract" status="implied"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#particular" status="implied"/> 
            </externalRef> 
        </externalRef> 
        <externalRef confidence="0.494199" reference="eng-30-02906778-a" resource="wneng_domain"/> 
    </externalReferences> 
</term>
The next example shows the noun carriage, which has 5 synsets from the generic 
wordnet assigned with different scores. Since it is a noun, the ontotagger also inserted 
the Base Concept to which each synset is connected. Finally, it gives the ontological  
mappings (sc_) and implications (status=”implied”) as far as relevant:
<term lemma="carriage" pos="N" tid="t470" type="open"> 
    <span> 
        <target id="w531"/> 
     </span> 
    <externalReferences> 
        <externalRef confidence="0.214512" reference="eng-30-02968473-n" resource="wneng_domain"> 
            "eng-30-03094503-n"  reftype="baseConcept" resource="wn30g"/> 
            "Kyoto#container-eng-3.0-03094503-n" reftype="sc_subClassOf" resource="ontology"/> 
        </externalRef> 
        <externalRef confidence="0.206689" reference="eng-30-03895866-n" resource="wneng_domain"> 
            "eng-30-03094503-n"  reftype="baseConcept" resource="wn30g"/> 
            "Kyoto#container-eng-3.0-03094503-n" reftype="sc_subClassOf" resource="ontology"/> 
        </externalRef> 
        <externalRef confidence="0.204434" reference="eng-30-05002822-n" resource="wneng_domain"> 
            "eng-30-04916342-n"  reftype="baseConcept" resource="wn30g"/> 
            "Kyoto#property-eng-3.0-04916342-n" reftype="sc_subClassOf" resource="ontology"> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="Kyoto#property-eng-3.0-04916342-n" status="implied"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#quality"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#inherent-in" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#particular" status="implied"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#spatio-temporal-particular" status="implied"/> 
                 <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#particular" status="implied"/> 
            </externalRef> 
         </externalRef> 
        <externalRef confidence="0.188676" reference="eng-30-02969010-n" resource="wneng_domain"> 
            "eng-30-03183080-n"  reftype="baseConcept" resource="wn30g"/> 
            "Kyoto#device-eng-3.0-03183080-n" reftype="sc_subClassOf" resource="ontology"/> 
        </externalRef> 
        <externalRef confidence="0.185688" reference="eng-30-02766534-n" resource="wneng_domain"> 
            "eng-30-03094503-n"  reftype="baseConcept" resource="wn30g"/> 
            "Kyoto#container-eng-3.0-03094503-n" reftype="sc_subClassOf" resource="ontology"/> 
        </externalRef> 
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    </externalReferences> 
</term>
The third and fourth example are multiword terms that are matched with the domain 
wordnet and have only one synset. Through the wordnet hierarchy, they still have a Base 
Concept associated, which is inserted as well. Furthermore, we see richer and more 
complex mappings to the ontology (sc_) and similar implied properties from the ontology. 
Finally, the components of the multiwords are separately matched, usually to the generic 
wordnet:
 <term lemma="diffuse pollutant" pos="N" tid="t916mw" type="open"> 
    <span> 
        <target id="w1034"/> 
        <target id="w1035"/> 
    </span> 
    <externalReferences> 
        "dw-eng-30-254-n" resource="wneng_domain"> 
            "eng-30-14580897-n"  reftype="baseConcept" resource="wn30g"/> 
            "eng-30-00407535-n"  reftype="baseConcept" resource="wn30g"/> 
            "Kyoto#diffuse" reftype="sc_hasState" resource="ontology"> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="Kyoto#diffuse" status="implied"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="TopKyoto2#indefinite_quality_region"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#q-location-of" reference="Kyoto#concentration-eng-3.0-05038593-n"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-region"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#part" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-region" status="implied"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#q-location-of" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-quality" 
status="implied"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#region" status="implied"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#abstract" status="implied"/> 
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#particular" status="implied"/> 
            </externalRef> 
        </externalRef> 
    </externalReferences> 
    <component id="t915" lemma="diffuse" pos="G"> 
        <externalReferences> 
            <externalRef confidence="0.368949" reference="eng-30-01157887-a" resource="wneng_domain"> 
                "Kyoto#diffuse" reftype="sc_equivalentOf" resource="ontology"> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="Kyoto#diffuse" status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="TopKyoto2#indefinite_quality_region"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#q-location-of" reference="Kyoto#concentration-eng-3.0-05038593-n"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-region"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#part" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-region" status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#q-location-of" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-quality" 
status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#region" status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#abstract" status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#particular" status="implied"/> 
                </externalRef> 
            </externalRef> 
            <externalRef confidence="0.317446" reference="eng-30-00540487-a" resource="wneng_domain"/> 
            <externalRef confidence="0.313605" reference="eng-30-00549133-a" resource="wneng_domain"/> 
        </externalReferences> 
    </component> 
    <component id="t916" lemma="pollutant" pos="N"> 
        <externalReferences> 
            "eng-30-14857278-n" resource="wneng_domain"> 
                "eng-30-14580897-n"  reftype="baseConcept" resource="wn30g"/> 
                "Kyoto#material__stuff-eng-3.0-14580897-n" reftype="sc_subClassOf" resource="ontology"> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="Kyoto#material__stuff-eng-3.0-14580897-n" status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#amount-of-matter"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-endurant" status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#specific-constant-constituent" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-
endurant" status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#part" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-endurant" status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#endurant" status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#has-quality" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-quality" 
status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#has-quality" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#spatial-location_q" 
status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#spatio-temporal-particular" status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#participant-in" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#perdurant" 
status="implied"/> 
                    <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#particular" status="implied"/> 
                </externalRef> 
            </externalRef> 
        </externalReferences> 
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    </component> 
</term> 
<term lemma="dredged sediment" pos="N" tid="t5205mw" type="open">
<span>
    <target id="w5882"/>
    <target id="w5883"/>
</span>
<externalReferences>
    "dw-eng-30-3-n" resource="wneng_domain">
        "eng-30-00001740-n"  reftype="baseConcept" resource="wn30g"/>
        "FunctionalParticipation.owl#patient" reftype="sc_playRole" resource="ontology">
            <externalRef reftype="SubObjectPropertyOf" reference="FunctionalParticipation.owl#patient" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="SubObjectPropertyOf" reference="FunctionalParticipation.owl#functional-participant" 
status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="SubObjectPropertyOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#participant" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="SubObjectPropertyOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#immediate-relation" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="InverseObjectProperties" reference="FunctionalParticipation.owl#patient-of" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="ObjectPropertyDomain" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#perdurant" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="ObjectPropertyRange" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#endurant" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="InverseObjectProperties" reference="FunctionalParticipation.owl#patient-of" status="implied"/>
        </externalRef>
        "Kyoto#dredge" reftype="sc_participantOf" resource="ontology">
            <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="Kyoto#dredge" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="ExtendedDnS.owl#activity"/>
            <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="ExtendedDnS.owl#action" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="ExtendedDnS.owl#sequenced-by" reference="ExtendedDnS.owl#task" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#part" reference="ExtendedDnS.owl#action" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#generically-dependent-on" reference="ExtendedDnS.owl#plan" 
status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#accomplishment" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#participant" reference="ExtendedDnS.owl#agent" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#generically-dependent-on" reference="ExtendedDnS.owl#cognitive-state" 
status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#event" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#perdurant" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#spatio-temporal-particular" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#has-quality" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#temporal-location_q" 
status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#specific-constant-constituent" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#perdurant" 
status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#part" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#perdurant" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#has-quality" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#temporal-quality" status="implied"/>
            <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#particular" status="implied"/>
        </externalRef>
    </externalRef>
</externalReferences>
<component id="t5204" lemma="dredged" pos="G"/>
<component id="t5205" lemma="sediment" pos="N">
    <externalReferences>
        "eng-30-09428967-n" resource="wneng_domain">
            "eng-30-00001740-n"  reftype="baseConcept" resource="wn30g"/>
            "Kyoto#entity-eng-3.0-00001740-n" reftype="sc_subClassOf" resource="ontology">
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="Kyoto#entity-eng-3.0-00001740-n" status="implied"/>
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-endurant"/>
                <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#specific-constant-constituent" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-
endurant" status="implied"/>
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#endurant" status="implied"/>
                <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#part" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-endurant" status="implied"/>
                <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#has-quality" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#spatial-location_q" 
status="implied"/>
                <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#has-quality" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#physical-quality" 
status="implied"/>
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#spatio-temporal-particular" status="implied"/>
                <externalRef reftype="DOLCE-Lite.owl#participant-in" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#perdurant" status="implied"/>
                <externalRef reftype="SubClassOf" reference="DOLCE-Lite.owl#particular" status="implied"/>
            </externalRef>
        </externalRef>
     </externalReferences>
</component>
 </term>
We applied the ontotagging to all four data sets described above. The results are shown 
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in table 2.
For the benchmark documents, we see that more than half a million ontological 
implications have been inserted. Of these, 82% are implied references, that are extracted 
from the explicit ontology on the basis of a direct mapping to the ontology. About 8% of 
the mappings are synset-to-ontology mappings (sc) and 9.5% are mappings representing 
the subclass hierarchy. The differences between using the domain model and not-using 
the domain model are minimal. For the complete database, the implications are 80 times 
as much but the proportions are similar.
The next tables shows the most frequent targets of the sc-mappings, which are most 
typical for the domain. Although the list clearly shows concepts that indicate the domain,  
the most frequent targets are still rather generic concepts which are also included in the 
Base Concept set, e.g. change, act,  activity.
 
510 "Kyoto#device-eng-3.0-03183080-n"
 517 "Kyoto#time_period__period_of_time__period-eng-3.0-15113229-n"
 546 "Kyoto#relation-eng-3.0-00031921-n"
 551 "Kyoto#process__physical_process-eng-3.0-00029677-n"
 557 "Kyoto#group__grouping-eng-3.0-00031264-n"
 566 "Kyoto#quality-eng-3.0-04723816-n"
 596 "Kyoto#entity-eng-3.0-00001740-n"
 627 "Kyoto#region__part-eng-3.0-08630039-n"
 629 "Kyoto#organization__organisation-eng-3.0-08008335-n"
 634 "Kyoto#movement-eng-3.0-00280586-n"
 651 "Kyoto#cognition__knowledge__noesis-eng-3.0-00023271-n"
 671 "Kyoto#structure__construction-eng-3.0-04341686-n"
 710 "Kyoto#body_of_water__water-eng-3.0-09225146-n"
 712 "Kyoto#idea__thought-eng-3.0-05833840-n"
 759 "Kyoto#person__individual__someone__somebody__mortal__soul-eng-3.0-00007846-n"
 780 "Kyoto#property-eng-3.0-04916342-n"
 793 "Kyoto#consist"
 801 "Kyoto#condition__status-eng-3.0-13920835-n"
 820 "TopKyoto2#indefinite_quality"
 830 "CommonSenseMapping.owl#locative-role"
 844 "Kyoto#happening__occurrence__occurrent__natural_event-eng-3.0-07283608-n"
 850 "DOLCE-Lite.owl#spatial-location_q"
 998 "Kyoto#state-eng-3.0-00024720-n"
1067 "Kyoto#creation__creative_activity-eng-3.0-00908492-n"
1087 "Kyoto#measure__quantity__amount-eng-3.0-00033615-n"
1142 "Kyoto#artifact__artefact-eng-3.0-00021939-n"
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bench mark documents (3) estuary documents (4742)
No Domain Domain No Domain Domain
ontology references 555,677 576,432 48,708,300
implied ontology references 457,332 82.30% 474,916 82.39% 40,523,452 83.20%
direct ontology references 53,178 9.57% 54,769 9.50% 4,377,814 8.99%
domain synset to ontology mappings45,167 8.13% 46,747 8.11% 3,807,034 7.82%
Total 555,677 576,432 48,708,300
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1185 "Kyoto#object__physical_object-eng-3.0-00002684-n"
1366 "Kyoto#consequence__effect__outcome__result__event__issue__upshot-eng-3.0-11410625-n"
1477 "Kyoto#change_of_state-eng-3.0-00199130-n"
1487 "Kyoto#activity-eng-3.0-00407535-n"
1504 "Kyoto#act__deed__human_action__human_activity-eng-3.0-00030358-n"
1781 "Kyoto#change-eng-3.0-00191142-n"
Table 3: Most frequent targets of synset to ontology mappings (sc) using the domain model
 510 "Kyoto#device-eng-3.0-03183080-n" 
 516 "Kyoto#time_period__period_of_time__period-eng-3.0-15113229-n" 
 546 "Kyoto#relation-eng-3.0-00031921-n" 
 550 "Kyoto#process__physical_process-eng-3.0-00029677-n" 
 557 "Kyoto#group__grouping-eng-3.0-00031264-n" 
 566 "Kyoto#quality-eng-3.0-04723816-n" 
 595 "Kyoto#entity-eng-3.0-00001740-n" 
 627 "Kyoto#region__part-eng-3.0-08630039-n" 
 628 "Kyoto#organization__organisation-eng-3.0-08008335-n" 
 631 "Kyoto#movement-eng-3.0-00280586-n" 
 651 "Kyoto#cognition__knowledge__noesis-eng-3.0-00023271-n" 
 670 "Kyoto#structure__construction-eng-3.0-04341686-n" 
 694 "Kyoto#body_of_water__water-eng-3.0-09225146-n" 
 712 "Kyoto#idea__thought-eng-3.0-05833840-n" 
 757 "Kyoto#person__individual__someone__somebody__mortal__soul-eng-3.0-00007846-n" 
 780 "Kyoto#property-eng-3.0-04916342-n" 
 793 "Kyoto#consist" 
 801 "Kyoto#condition__status-eng-3.0-13920835-n" 
 814 "Kyoto#happening__occurrence__occurrent__natural_event-eng-3.0-07283608-n" 
 820 "TopKyoto2#indefinite_quality" 
 830 "CommonSenseMapping.owl#locative-role" 
 844 "DOLCE-Lite.owl#spatial-location_q" 
 998 "Kyoto#state-eng-3.0-00024720-n" 
1066 "Kyoto#creation__creative_activity-eng-3.0-00908492-n" 
1082 "Kyoto#measure__quantity__amount-eng-3.0-00033615-n" 
1138 "Kyoto#artifact__artefact-eng-3.0-00021939-n" 
1181 "Kyoto#object__physical_object-eng-3.0-00002684-n" 
1366 "Kyoto#consequence__effect__outcome__result__event__issue__upshot-eng-3.0-11410625-n" 
1474 "Kyoto#change_of_state-eng-3.0-00199130-n" 
1484 "Kyoto#activity-eng-3.0-00407535-n" 
1504 "Kyoto#act__deed__human_action__human_activity-eng-3.0-00030358-n" 
1778 "Kyoto#change-eng-3.0-00191142-n" 
Table 4: Most frequent targets of synset to ontology mappings (sc) NOT using the domain model
Again the differences between using the domain or not are small. In the top-region, 
similar generic concepts show up. The numbers are slightly different. We can observe 
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that a concept such as body of water, which is highly relevant for the 3 documents, has a 
slightly higher frequency for the domain-based data: 710 versus 694.
Finally, the next table shows the type of sc-relations that occur. Obviously, sc_subClassOf 
and sc_equivalentOf are most frequent. Nevertheless, we still find about 500 mappings 
that present the participation in a process or state. 
 
     30  reftype="sc_playCoRole"
     32  reftype="sc_hasCoParticipant"
     39  reftype="sc_partOf"
     59  reftype="sc_stateOf"
     89  reftype="sc_playRole"
     92  reftype="sc_hasRole"
     97  reftype="sc_participantOf"
   102  reftype="sc_hasParticipant"
   128  reftype="sc_domainOf"
   168  reftype="sc_hasState"
   210  reftype="sc_hasPart"
 3424  reftype="sc_equivalentOf"
34833 reftype="sc_subClassOf"
Table 5: Type of relations for the wordnet to ontology mappings using the domain model
The tables clearly show the impact of role relations that are encoded in the domain 
wordnet. When we extract the mappings for the files without the domain model (ony 
using the mappings to the generic wordnet), we see in table 4 that we get only 
equivalence and subclass mappings.
3313 reftype="sc_equivalentOf" resource="ontology">
34474 reftype="sc_subClassOf" resource="ontology">
Table 6: Type of relations for the wordnet to ontology mappings NOT using the domain model
Finally to complete the knowledge cycle, we created a few Kybot profiles for extracting 
events from the onto-tagged documents. As an initial test, 3 profiles have been created:
1. events of destruction
2. destructions of locations
3. destruction of objects
The profiles are created to run over the ontological types inserted by the ontotagger, e.g. 
restricted to subclasses of event and change_of_integrity.
Using these profiles, we extracted 211 events from the 3 benchmark documents with 396 
roles.
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  1 lemma="advance" pos="V"    2 lemma="accrete" pos="V"
   1 lemma="affect" pos="N"    2 lemma="cover" pos="N"
   1 lemma="angle" pos="V"    2 lemma="cut" pos="V"
   1 lemma="build_up" pos="V"    2 lemma="expand" pos="V"
   1 lemma="changing sea level" pos="N"    2 lemma="gauge" pos="V"
   1 lemma="chesapeake bay" pos="N"    2 lemma="harm" pos="V"
   1 lemma="cloud" pos="V"    2 lemma="mark" pos="V"
   1 lemma="collapse" pos="V"    2 lemma="measured" pos="G"
   1 lemma="combine" pos="V"    3 lemma="extend" pos="V"
   1 lemma="decimate" pos="V"    3 lemma="impair" pos="V"
   1 lemma="decompose" pos="V"    3 lemma="undermine" pos="V"
   1 lemma="degrade" pos="V"    3 lemma="wash" pos="V"
   1 lemma="destroy" pos="V"    4 lemma="erode" pos="V"
   1 lemma="deteriorate" pos="V"    4 lemma="home" pos="P"
   1 lemma="disturb" pos="V"    4 lemma="run" pos="V"
   1 lemma="enable" pos="V"    5 lemma="build" pos="V"
   1 lemma="enter" pos="V"    5 lemma="give" pos="V"
   1 lemma="grass" pos="V"    5 lemma="have" pos="V"
   1 lemma="graze" pos="V"    5 lemma="total" pos="V"
   1 lemma="help" pos="V"    6 lemma="absorb" pos="V"
   1 lemma="impact" pos="V"    6 lemma="rise" pos="V"
   1 lemma="impervious surface" pos="N"    7 lemma="pollution" pos="N"
   1 lemma="keep" pos="V"    8 lemma="affect" pos="V"
   1 lemma="melt" pos="V"    8 lemma="cover" pos="V"
   1 lemma="planting bay grasses" pos="N"    8 lemma="set" pos="V"
   1 lemma="pollution level" pos="N"   11 lemma="measure" pos="N"
   1 lemma="prevent" pos="V"   12 lemma="increase" pos="V"
   1 lemma="retain" pos="N"   13 lemma="flow" pos="N"
   1 lemma="severely" pos="A"   18 lemma="be" pos="V"
   1 lemma="sink" pos="V"   20 lemma="develop" pos="V"
   1 lemma="split" pos="V"
   1 lemma="visit" pos="V"
Table 7: Events extracted by 3 Kybot profiles
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   1 tlemma="accumulation of sediment" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="bank erosion" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="clean waterway" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="dredged sediment" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="ecological functions" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="estuary defences" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="farmland" rtype="patient"/>
   1 tlemma="habitat restoration" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="harvest restriction" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="land conversion" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="land" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="lot" rtype="patient"/>
   1 tlemma="nitrogen" rtype="other"/>
   1 tlemma="preserving land" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="property" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="reduction effort" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="restored bay" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="shellfish collection" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="shore" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="sponge" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="watershed education" rtype="actor"/>
   1 tlemma="woodland" rtype="actor"/>
   2 tlemma="bay" rtype="actor"/>
   2 tlemma="there" rtype="actor"/>
   2 tlemma="toxic chemical" rtype="actor"/>
   2 tlemma="watershed" rtype="patient"/>
   3 tlemma="forest" rtype="actor"/>
   3 tlemma="grass" rtype="actor"/>
   3 tlemma="pollution" rtype="patient"/>
   5 tlemma="foreshore erosion" rtype="actor"/>
   6 tlemma="plant" rtype="actor"/>
Table 8: Roles extracted by 3 Kybot profiles
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Despite the generality of the profiles, we still see a clear signature of the domain in the 
output. This is a good indication that we will be able to extract valuable events from the  
data, even though the ontotagger generates a massive amount of implications. Especially  
events that combine multiple roles appear to give rich information. For example, the 
following sentence:
"One of the greatest challenges to restoration is continued population growth and 
development, which destroys forests, wetlands and other natural areas"
yielded the following output:
   <event target="t1471" lemma="destroy" pos="V" eid="e74"/>
   <role target="t1477" rtype="patient" lemma="area" pos="N" event="e74" rid="r138"/>
   <role target="t1472" rtype="patient" lemma="forest" pos="N" event="e74" rid="r151"/>
   <role target="t1469" rtype="actor" lemma="development" pos="N" event="e74" rid="r180"/>
In the next examples, we see references to the process of pollution and the different 
participants specified.
<event eid="e1" target="t4260" lemma="absorb" pos="V"/>
   <role rid="r30" event="e1" target="t4258" tlemma="forest" rtype="actor"/>
   <role rid="r36" event="e1" target="t4262" tlemma="pollution" rtype="patient"/>
   <role target="t4272" rtype="patient" lemma="source" pos="N" event="e1" rid="r160"/>
   <role target="t4262" rtype="patient" lemma="pollution" event="e1" rid="r250"/>
<event eid="e2" target="t6058" lemma="absorb" pos="V"/>
   <role rid="r31" event="e2" target="t6053" tlemma="sponge" rtype="actor"/>
   <role rid="r37" event="e2" target="t6062" tlemma="pollution" rtype="patient"/>
<event eid="e47" target="t1332" lemma="pollution" pos="N"/>
   <role rid="r66" event="e47" target="t1335mw" lemma="excess nitrogen" pos="N" rtype="actor"/>
  
<event eid="e48" target="t2458" lemma="pollution" pos="N"/>
   <role rid="r67" event="e48" target="t2461" lemma="four" pos="N" rtype="actor"/>
   
<event eid="e49" target="t3203" lemma="pollution" pos="N"/>
   <role rid="r68" event="e49" target="t3206" lemma="water" pos="N" rtype="actor"/>
   
<event eid="e50" target="t4506" lemma="pollution" pos="N"/>
   <role rid="r69" event="e50" target="t4508" lemma="nitrogen" pos="N" rtype="actor"/>
   
<event eid="e51" target="t6062" lemma="pollution" pos="N"/>
   <role rid="r70" event="e51" target="t6064" lemma="water" pos="N" rtype="actor"/>
   
<event eid="e52" target="t7801" lemma="pollution" pos="N"/>
   <role rid="r71" event="e52" target="t7804" lemma="watershed" pos="N" rtype="actor"/>
<event eid="e53" target="t8208" lemma="pollution" pos="N"/>
   <role rid="r72" event="e53" target="t8213" lemma="land" pos="N" rtype="actor"/>
 <event target="t7394" lemma="harm" pos="V" eid="e95"/>
   <role target="t7404" rtype="patient" lemma="phosphorus" pos="N" event="e95" rid="r168"/>
   <role target="t7396" rtype="patient" lemma="pollutant" event="e95" rid="r259"/>
   <event target="t695" lemma="set" pos="V" eid="e73"/>
   <role target="t701" rtype="patient" lemma="watershed" pos="N" event="e73" rid="r137"/>
   <role target="t698" rtype="patient" lemma="cap" pos="N" event="e73" rid="r149"/>
   <role target="t697" rtype="patient" lemma="pollution" event="e73" rid="r236"/>
  <event target="t5985mw" lemma="pollution level" pos="N" reference="" eid="e132"/>
   <role target="t5994" rtype="patient" lemma="community" event="e132" rid="r254"/>
In all these representations, the lemmas are taken for the identification of the events. 
However, it is easy to replace these by synsets or ontological classes to achieve a more 
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condensed and compact representation by simply specifying a different output for the 
same profile.
 5 Conclusion
This document described the integrated system for KYOTO. It will be updated regularly 
and new releases of the modules will be published on the KYOTO website: 
http://www.kyoto-project.eu. Furthermore, we will continue the experimentation on the 
estuary dataset with variations of domain modelling and different sets of Kybot profiles.  
The evaluation of these experiments will be used to further improve the system. We also 
extend the experiments to text in other languages in KYOTO, for which similar domain 
wordnets will be developed.
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